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The meeting l-TaS called to order at 3.20 p .m.

GI;lTETIAL EXCHANGE OF VIEHS (continued)

l'1r. CHMlliERLAIN (United Kingdom): 1,1[1'. Chairman, my delegation would

like first of all to take this opportunity to express its satisfaction at seeing you

once again presiding over the Committee at this session. He should like

to pay a tribute to the uork of the Bureau of the Committee) the Chairmen

of our tlro Sub-Committees and the Chairmen of the Horking Groups

established by those Sub..Committees over the past year. Last but not least?

my delec;ation uould like to express a special uelcome to Hr. Yash Pal as

Secretary-General of illfISPACE-82.

Since the Committee's last meeting, the United States and the Soviet Union

have continued to lead the "ay in the exploration of outer space. Their

missions have permitted us to continue to develop substantial knowledge of

our mm planet and a number of others in the solar system. Moreover,

progress in space technology has brought direct benefit to people in their

ordinary lives - for example, in the fields of telecommunications,

remote-sensing and meteorology. fly delegation takes particular pleasure in

lrelcoming the success of the third experimental launching in the

series of Ariane launches, "'hich took place on 19 June. He also must

congratulate the United States for the magnificent step foruard it has

taken in the exploration and use of outer space in the successful launchinr;

of the Space Shuttle Columbia.

A particularly important characteristic of space activities is the

international aspect whereby space systems can provide services for an

international community rathe~ than being restricted by national boundaries.

This international dimension provides an opportunity for all countries, even

those of modest means, to meet their requirements in the areas of

cOllilllunications, earth observation and navigation by becoming participants

in the global netl'TOrl: of activities) thus benefiting from the considerable

investment which has made those systems possible. As representatives uill

be auare, the United ICin2;dom is an active contributor to the international

SDace effort. I shall not go into detail on that contribution, uhich will

be l{ell Imown to members of this Committee.
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(~tr. Chamberlain, United Kin~dom)

I do, however, wish to make a fevT remarks regarding the United Kingdom

national progrm~le. In that regard I vTould mention the satellites

ARIEL-5 and ARIEL-6, which are the most recent missions. ARIr,~~5, an

}~-ray astronomy satellite, provided data over a period of five and a half

years until its re~entry into the earth's atmosphere in February 1900. The

scientific payload consisted of five experiments from the United Kingdom

and one from NASA. ARIEL_G, launched in June 1979, provides for a

continuation of the X~ray astronomy mission and complements the United

lCingdom instruraents on nASAls COPERNICUS satellite. A cosmic ray

experiment and space technology experiments are also included in that mission.

The International Ultraviolet Explorer is a joint ESA~NASA-UnitedKingdom

project launched in January 1970, and it continues its successful observations

of ultraviolet spectra of astronomical sources. Analysis of the technical

capability of the mission suggests that operations can be continued until

1984 or 1985. The mission has been used to observe most types of astronomical

objects, from planets and moons of the solar system to stars, interstellar

media, galaxies and quasars. A further experiment, the Infra-Red

Astronomical Satellite) a joint project with the United States and the

Netherlands, 1fill be launched in 1902. During its lifetime in orbit

the mission will conduct the first complete infra-red survey of the sky.

Through its membership in the European Space Agency (ESA), whose

Convention formally entered into force on 30 October 1980, the United

I~ingdom participates actively in the scientific programmes of the Aeency.

Our current involvement relates to the International Sun-Earth Explorer

Mission and the GEOS-2 mission. Future missions in vn1ich the United Kingdom

will be involved include the EXOSAT, scheduled for launch in 1982, the

first Spacelab payload, the International Solar/Polar Mission and the

recently approved missions HIPPARCOS and GIOTTO.

The United Kingdom looks forward to further collaboration and

co-operation in space science activities. As an ESA member State, the

United Kingdom is participating in the development of the NASA Space

Telescope Project for launch in 1985. That mission, which has an

operational lifetime of 15 years, is expected to result in greatly improved

astronomical observations and will be one of the most important

scientific missions of the decade.
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(Mr. Chamberlain, United Kingdom)

The experience of the United Kingdom in space science activities has shown that 1

international collaboration on multilateral and bilateral bases can provide

the means "lThereby the scientific community participates in space projects

of the highest scientific interest. Such collaboration arises both through

the pOlicy pursued by the agencies responsible for sponsoring scientific

space activities and through the exchanges of ideas and information among

individual scientists facilitated by such bodies as the Committee on Space

Research (COSPAR).

In common vTith many other States the United Kingdom has established a

Hational Remote Sensing Centre "lThich? together "I-Tith other United Kingdom

Government organizations and commercial companies, aims to develop remote

sensing techniques to enable ren~tely sensed data from space to be applied in

useful uays relevant to the interests and requirements of all.

The United Kingdom is a rarticipant in the European Space Agency's

Remote Sensing Preparatory Programme, which is concerned with the

activities leading up to the definition of the Agency's ERS-I

oceanographic programme. It is envisaged that the data provided by that

programme "I-Till be available to interested users on a "lvorld-"l.,ide basis. This

should provide a major contribution to the understanding of oceanographic

processes and lead to applications of economic and commercial importance

for offshore industries such as fisheries management and wind and wave

forecasting.
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(lJr. Chanberlain, United Kingdom)

The United Kingdom is the major participant in the European Space

Agency's Large Satellite (L~SAT) programme. The objectives of this

progrffiID~e are to develop and demonstrate a large multi-purpose platform able

to satisfy the range of foreseen future missions requirements on a

cost-effective basis. The programme will also develop comnunications payload

hardware related to future missions and in-orbit demonstrations of new types

of crnnmunications systems to stimulate the introduction of new

satellite-based services and techniques.

United Kingdom industry is a major participant in the European

Crnnmunications Satellite (ECS) based on technology developed by the European

Space Agency, Imich Ivill be used by EUTELSAT, a rep,ional entity compoEed

of European postal administrations to develop a European regional

communications satellite system. We are also a major participant in the

IffiRECS satellites developed from the ECS. TvTO ~ffiRECS satellites will have

been launched by 1982 by the European Arianc lalillcher and will be dedicated

to maritime telecommunications over ocean areas. These satellites, each of

which will have the capacity of 50 channels? ,Till provide direct connexions

to subscribers for both telephony and telex and Ivill enable ship-ta-shore

search and rescue messages to be relayed more quickly. The complete

IIDffiRSAT system will cover the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans and will

combine the 11ARECS satellites, INTELSAT V satellites equipped with

maritime cOTmnunications payloads and the ~ffiRISAT satellites that are already

Turning to the Ilork of the Outer Space COlnmittee, my delegation feels

that the Committee's task at this session should be to consolidate the work

which has been accomplished by the t1l0 r~b-Committees this year. The

United Kingdom, as in previous years, ITill adopt a constructive approach.

Our cOlnments on specific items on the agenda are as follows.
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(Mr. Chamberlain, United Kingdom)

First, on the Second United Nations Outer Space Conference, we believe

that practical progress on the preparations for the Second United Nations

Conference on Outer Space will be achieved this year. I hope that it will not

be necessary for the Committee to dwell for too long on essentially procedural

questions such as the staffing of the Committee secretariat. ly deler,ation

understands that there is a compromise proposal vmicr- would protect the

interests of us all. It would be unfortunate if such technical questions

were to impede the other,fise constructive approach which has been adopted by

this Committee in the lead-up to UNISPACE-82. The Secretariat has already

paved the way with valuable preparatory work, as has the Scientific and

Technical Sub-Committee, which has acted as our Advisory Ccrrmittee. The

United Kingdom has participated with other cember States of the European

Space Agency in dravTing up a joint paper which will be submitted to the

Secretariat.

With regard to remote sensing, the United Kingdom regrets that at the

meeting of the Legal Sub-Committee earlier this year there was again little

progress in the discussions of a set of principles on remote sensing of the

earth by satellites. In the view of the United Kingdom, this is an

important application of space technology vnlich can have a direct effect on

people and the quality of their life. We must continue our efforts to reach

agreement and thus ensure that what is eventually agreed in this forum is

of direct benefit to all.

With regard to the question of nuclear power sources in outer space,

there has been some progress in the area of this subject this year, in

particular, through the establishment of a Forking Group under the chairmanship

of Hr. Bueno 0 the Rapporteur of our Committee. But we must not forget that we
have a respcnsibility to protect our fellow citizens from some potentially

adverse consequences of space exploration and activities which might, for

example, involve space accidents and the uncontrolled re-entry of space

debris.
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(llr. Chamberlain, United Kingdom)

There remains considerable scope for refining existing law in this area.

Accordingly, serious consideration must be Given to creating a

generally accepted code of conduct to minimize the risk of accidents caused

by satellites carrying nuclear power sources.

On the subject of direct television broadcasting by satellite, at the

meeting of the Legal Sub-Committee earlier this year considerable efforts

',rere made to reach final ae;reement on the draft principles. Indeed, at one

stage the agreement which has eluded us for so long seemed within our grasp.

At this meeting of the main Committee, my delegation trusts that the efforts

which were made in the Legal Sub-Committee will be renewed and that final

agreement will at last be obtained. My delegation is particularly pleased

that the Chairman of the Legal Sub·-Committee, Hr. Fyzner. is among us. ~Te

know that his presence will greatly facilitate the achievement of that

agreement for which we all hope. He also vTelcome the decision taken this

morning to establish a 1Torking Group on direct broadcasting by satellite

under the chairmanship of Mr. Elaraby of Egypt. For its part, my delegation

'vrill, as always, play a full and, w'e hope, constructive part in tryinr to

achieve consensus.

I should say from the outset, however, that we are not prepared to

accept agreement at any price. Our view has always been that these principles

are not essential. We consider that the matter is alreadyadeouately

regulated vithin the framew'Ork of the International Telecommunication

Union (ITU). Nevertheless, we recognize that other countries attach

importance to these principles and for this reason the United Kingdom has

co-operated to ensure that, as drafted, they should be as widely accepted

as possible. There are tYl0 points to which my delegation attaches

importance. He believe that a text "Thich deals in effect with broadcasting

must adequately reflect the right of everyone to freedom of p.xpression,

including the right of everyone to seek, receive and impart information

and ideas regardless of frontiers.
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(Mr. Chamberlain, United Kingdom)

Secondly, any principle of State responsibility should not purport to

create ne,r principles of international lmr concerning State responsibility

where none exists at present.

As I said, we very much hope that final agreement can be reached on

the principles of direct television broadcasting. Indeed, we would go so

far as to say that the credibility of the Legal Sub-Committee as a forum for

the drafting of legal texts is at stake. If agreement cannot be reached

this time round, then it bodes ill for the future of the Legal Sub-Committee.

At the same time, my delegation continues to believe firmly that the

Committee and its two Sub-Committees should continue to work on the basis

of consensus. If agreement eludes us this time, my delegation would, of course,

sympathize ,'rith t he general sense of frustration which would be felt by

many representatives. But we would hope that this sense of frustration would

not provoke delegations into seeking any departure from the consensus

principle. I'That good would the text be if it were not accepted by all

interested delegatior-s - particularly by those delegations whose Governments

are already planning to carry c~t direct television broadc~sting? I suspect

that such a resolution might well be simply ignored. Plans are already

far advanced for the establislnnent of direct television broadcasting and, make

no mistake, they "rill go ahead, vrhatever the United Nations does or does not

do.
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(Mr. Chamberlain, United Kingdom)

Finally, my delegation would like to address itself to the work programme of

the Legal Sub-Cc!'1Illittee. It has been the practice in the past for the

Sub-Committee to hold one session a year lasting four weeks. If, as my

delegation sincerely hopes, agreement is reached on the principles for direct

television broadcasting by satellite and this item consequently no longer

figures on the agenda of the Legal Sub-Committee, my delegation questions the

need for the Legal SUb-Committee to meet for as long as four weeks. To be

quite frank, we do not see much prospect of progress on two of the remaining

three items - namely, remote sensing and definition/delimitation of outer

space. My delegation would invite the Committee to reconsider the proposal

that was made two years ago by the French delegation for closer co-ordination

of the work of the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee and that of the

Legal Sub-Committee. We see merit in the suggestion that the meetings of the

two SUb-Committees should be scheduled to overlap. The fact that the

schedule of meetings next year has already been telescoped in order to

prepare for the UNISPACE-82 Conference might provide the opportunity for this

proposal to be adopted at least on an experimental basis for next year.

Mr. KRAUSE (Federal Republic Jf Germany): Mr. Chairman, I should

like to express my delegation's plea~ure at seeing this Committee working again

under your able guidance. My delegation would like to welcome whole-heartedly

the new member countries to this Committee. Their participation is an

expression of the growing importance not only of the peaceful use of outer

space for all nations, but also of this Committee. We look forward to working

as closely with them as with the old members.

He congratulate Hr. Yash Pal on his nomir..ation as_ Secretary-General,

of UNISPACE-82 and we are sure that under his wise and able guidance that

important Conference will be successful. Nevertheless we hope that

Mr. Yash Pal will soon be relieved of his heavy burden in ~reparing the Conference

by the final a~pointment of the secretariat and the bureau.
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(Mr. Krause, Federal Republic of
Germany) -

Let me also convey our thanks to the Chairmen of the two Sub-Committees,

11r. 'Hyzner and Mr. Carver, and to all the other mEmbers of the

bureau for their efficient and dedicated work. We should also like to

extend our gratitude to our Rapporteur, Mr. Eueno.

Furthermore, this delegation would like to add its voice to those who

have praised the recent successful achievements in outer space by several

nations, which for the sake of brevity I will not mention in detail again.

As far as our own activities are concerned, I want to mention. some

highlights of our recent programme, notwithstanding the fact that international

co-operation within ESA has been mentioned by several other delegations that

participate in it.

110st of last year's activities were carried out again in the area of

international co-operation, multilaterally within this ESA work and on a

bilateral basis, especially with the United States and France. The development

of the manned space laboratory Spacelab has essentially been completed.

The engineering model was delivered in November of last year, as scheduled.

Preparations for a ccmplete German-materials Spacelab mission were

further promoted. A memorandum of understanding between the Federal Republic

of Germany and the United States of America concerning the furnishing of

launching and associated services for German payloads was signed in April 1981.

~fO successful launchings of sounding rockets carrying payloads for

materials-processing under weightlessness were performed in April and May 1981.

Smaller autonomous Spacelab payloads, currently being developed, will be

operated on an experimental platform.

The third test flight of the European launcher Ariane has been a full

success and is a striking example of European co-operation in space technology.

Hith this third test flight, the European weather satellite r'IETFOSAT-2

the Indian satellite APPLE were placed into orbit.
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(Mr. Krause, Federal Republic
of Germany)

In April 1980 a government agreement was signed between the Federal

Republic of Germany and the Republic of France on technical and industrial

co-operation in the field of direct broadcast satellites. Two almost

identical satellites, one for each country, will be jointly developed by a

Franco-German industrial consortium and launched by Ariane in order to allow

technical and operational tests of this new technique.

Besides the Franco-GERMAN STIilPHOJITIE satellite and the orbital test

satellite (OTS) programme, the Federal Republic of ~er~any actively participates

in two ESA communication satellite programmes: the European Communication

Satellite Programme (ECS), for which ESA is going to provide on a reimbursement

basis five ECS satellites to be launched by Ariane and operated by the

European Satellite Telecommunication Agency (EUTELSAT), representing the

communication administrations of 17 European countries; and the ~~ARECS programme,

derived from ECS, intended to provide the international agency I~~SAT with

at least two MARECS communication satellites for communication with ships

equipped accordingly. As a supplement to this programme the Federal Republic

of Germany sponsored the development and demonstration of appropriate ship

terminals and on-board search and rescue equipment. It also partici~ates in the

ESA METEOSAT programme, where, as I have already mentioned, a second satellite

was launched by the Ariane launcher last week.

In view of the world-wide importance of remote sensing of the earth the

Federal Republic of Germany endorses the planning of a relevant ESA programme,

to be co-ordinated with similar satellite projects pursued by other countries.

We are therefore participating in a preparatory programme initiated by ESA.

In our view, application orientation should be based on basic research where

this is expedient in terms of measuring techniques. We participate in the

evaluation of American satellite data via the ESA EA~THNET station network;

we participate also in the ESA METEOSAT programme, where the launching of a

second satellite is now being prepared.
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(Mr. Krause, Federal Re~ublic

of Germany)

A supplementary major project concerns a metric camera and a twin

frequency scatterometer for use during the Microwave Remote Sensing

Experiment (HRSE) on the first Spacelab flight. And, further, an image

producing microwave sensor - synthetic aperture radar (SAR) - for operation

in climatic conditions prevailing in northern latitudes is currently being

studied for a Spacelab flight.

One of the two United States-German HELlOS probes continued to supply

interesting data during their sixth and fifth year of operation. Originally

they had been scheduled to operate for 18 months only. It was thus possible

to obtain data during a period extending from a solar minimum to the solar

maximum which occurred in 1979/1980.

\le are also glad to say that the six German experiments and the

development of a propulsion unit for the United States-German GALILEO Jupiter

probe are progressing according to schedule. Other projects under development

are an infra-red telescope for astronomical and aeronomical tasks and

telescopes in the gamma and EUV ranges for operation in Spacelab, in sounding

rockets and in satellites. The development of ESA's X-ray satellite EXOSAT

continues under the direction of a German firm for a launch in mid-1982.
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(Hr. Krause, Fede!'al Republic of Germany)

We have conducted successful research with high altitude sounding rockets.

Our national programme now also includes an X-ray satellite for mission and

feasibility studies. The preparation of the German-United States project

AMPTE (Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers) has proceeded successfully.

The signing of a memorandum of understanding is planned for this year.

I should like to add that the European Space Agency (ESA) decided to embark

on a major scientific mission called HIPPARCOS, which was mentioned before.
. entersA further mission is still pending. We are glad to say that German experlmnt

are heavily involved in the payload of the .ESA Ccr:et n:.:Esicn GIOTTO, which

was approved in mid-1980 by the Scientific Programme Committee of ESA.

I should now like to add a few remarks on the items under discussion at

this session of our Committee.

Technological developments in remote sensing during the past few years

have opened up new and significant possibilities in the exploration of our

planet which are of particular concern to the developing countries. The Government

of the Federal Republic will continue to contribute its share to research and

development in this new area within the scope of its own space research progrruffiIDe

and also within the frame~ork of ESA. ~he Federal Government hopes that the work in

the Sub-Committee - until now a little sloW - will be further intensified.

The Federal Republic of Germany had already advocated on earlier occasions
that provisions concerning the use of nuclear power in outer space be

incorporated into the current body of international law. The key objective of the

wcrk of this Committee is to ensure maximum protection of human beings and their

environment~ which includes bcth the earth and outer space, against the risks

inherent in the use of nuclear power sources (NPS). Given the magnitude of

these risks~ the Federal RepUblic advocates information on the full extent

of the possible risk inherent in the use of NPS for the world's population and

its environment; the obli~ation of the launching nation to provide generic risk

assessment of the NPS launched; adequate and timely information at launch

and in the event of a space object's getting out of contrOl, so as to make

it possible to take effective precautionary action; and the maximu.m possible

elimination of risks to the point where lIPS are employed only if energy supply

from other sources proves impossible.
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(Mr. Krause, Federal Republic of Germany)

This spring the Legal Sub-Committee once again dealt intensively with the

topic of direct broadcasting satellites. As we all know, the new technology of

direct satellite broadcasting has opened up great possibilities for the

improvement of the mutual exchange of information and for cultural exchange.

Since it has been in existence~ the United ITations has repeatedly emphasized

the central significance of the free exchange of information, describin~

freedom of information as a fundamental human right and as the touchstone of

all the freedoms to which the United Nations is consecrated. Freedom of

information - that is, the right to transmit news an~.here and everywhere

without fetters - was also rif,htly called by the United ~ations General Assembly

an essential factor in any serious effort to prcmote peace and progress

in the 'mrld.

This essential factor for world~wide peace and progress should always be

kept in mind when principles are discussed governin~ the role of States and the

use of artificial earth satellites for international direct television

broadcasting. The constitution of the United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) outlines the fact that ignorance of each

other's ways and lives has been a common cause throughout the history of mankind

of that suspicion and mistrust between the peoples of the world whereby

their differences have all too often resulted in war.

Only recently the UNESCO General Conference reaffirmed that strengthening

peace and international understanding, the promotion of human rights and the

countering of racism, apartheid and incitement to war demand such a free flow

of information.

My Government attaches great importance to the strengthening of

international peace and security, as well as to the promotion of human rights

and co-operation among States. 1ie hope that all Member States will actively

participate in efforts to reach thes~ goals. 1fe for our part shall therefore

actively participate in the forthcoming deliberations on direct broadcasting

satellites vTithin the working group established this morning and chaired

by Mr. Elaraby, whose experience and diplcn:atic skill I'" rr.T(~ ~movY' and esteemed

for a lont: time.
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In order not to prolong my statement, I would refer to what was just said

in the general remarks of the speaker preceding me? the representative of the

United Kingdom. vle also think that we can achieve progress and perhaps come

to a compromise on the principles of direct broadcasting satellites and we also

think that the credibility of our Committee would be in question if the

consensus principle were left aside.

In conclusion? let me assure the Committee of my delegation's continued

active co-operation in the search for constructive solutions of the problems

before us.

Mr. AZAR GOMEZ (Uruguay) (interpretation from Spanish): Mr. President,

first of all I should like to congratulate you and through you the oth~r officers

of the Committee. In vievr of your vast experience we are sure that you vTill

direct our work to a successful outcome.

By delegation vlOuld like to thank most uarr;11y and to greet those delegations

'1Thich have vrelcomed our own to this Committee.

For years our country has followed with great attention the development

of manls p~netration into outer space and the legal regulation of that activity

because we felt from the outset and now are convinced that space activity has opened

up a most excitir.g area for research, but that not only does this bring men

increasingly closer to the secrets of the universe but also it obliges them

to unite on their mill planet and to be reconcilec_ to one another.

In this regard, Uruguay has internationally ratified the first four

United Nations space treaties and recently signed the Treaty relating to the moon.

nationally, it has drawn up an aerospace policy, setting dOvm specific norms aLd

establishing a Centre for Space Research and Dissemination (CIDA) and has promoted

the growing participation of other national bodies in the advances made in space

technology and has also entered into co-operation and assistance agreements

with international organizations and States.

Hence, during the 19'70s Uruguay aspired to membership in this Committee, now

finally achieved, as a vray of expressin~ its corrmitment and of co~operatin~ in

'"'.n activity uhich ,"QS of benefit to it and uhich vTe felt should be of benefit to

all mankind.
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The space race presupposes revolutionary technology and legal principles

and He feel that a realistic and honest stcmd should be taken on these.

He cannot transform space activity into a kind of cosmic chess ral21e where

the quick and clever try to checkmate their opponents, because there should not

be any contenders but only a beneficiary: mankind.

Consequently it is our understanding that an honest and realistic vision

of space activity means the harmonious blending of three essential ingredients:

the interests of States which have clearly made ~rogress in the space race, of

those .rhich have not done so, and of mankind, taken as a whole, in Hhi ch the

hro former cate~ories meet once again and merge.
Today we reaffirm our position that the free exploration and use of outer

space, the moon and other celestial bodies must not in practice become free

penetration into most States on earth and their exploitation from space by a few.
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Ive feel that in order to avoid any unfortunate consequences

on the relations of States on the earth? it is appropriate to ",arn

that space acitivities and their legal regulation require fruitful

concomitant development. It is well to remember today the myth

of Icarus. In that case too, warnings 'Here uttered: not to go too

close to the sun so that its '-lings would not meli;, and not to brush

too close to the earth so that its wings would not be destroyed.

We also note the close link, in space activities, between the

scientific and technological aspects? on the one hand, and the

scientific and legal aspect s? on the other. The latter serve as

a stimulus to, and a guarantee of the scientific and technological

aspects being channelled and framed within the purposes

of this Committee, the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer

Space.

On the basis of those principles, and in order not to widen even

further the gap bet'-leen the developed and the developing countries,

we must renew our efforts to ensure that results in the legal field 

thus far rather restricted and for the most part purely theoretical 

will be made specific and made to conform with the

dynamic and tangible nature of technological development. Hence the

challenge and the responsibility that '-le assume in actively joining in the work

of this body.
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Cur delegation, following your suggestion, Hr. Chairman,

that statements should not be too long, so that all the countries

members of this Committee may have an opportunity briefly to express

their views on the items under consideration) will not Eake a detailed.

analysis of each item now, reserving the possibility of doing that when

the particular item is discussed.

Nevertheless, we feel it appropriate, in view of the importance

of the question, to dwell for a moment on the geostationary

orbit. Since there is no doubt about that orbit being located in outer

space, it is subj ect to the rules governing outer space. But, given the

possibility of the saturation of the geostationary orbit ,and in the

present state of technology and in order to ensure the orbit's equitable

ano appropriate use for all mankind and States in particular) Uruguay

advocates, as it has done in the past, the urgent establishment of an

international authority Which, on the basis of the principles in force

and specific regulations, would rationally administer the use of

the geostationary orbit for maru~ind as a whole.

Finally, "le ,fish to express our delegation's desire that the

Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of

Cuter Space, in which the international community as a '''hole "Till participate,

should not be a mere historic event but should: also serve to reactivate

what "lere regarded as promising targets at the time when ,,,e set them.

~~ether or not the legitimate expectations of mankind in the space age

will be frustrated will depend on the resolute and honest narticipaticn of

us alL And let us not forget that this difficult task involves our commitment

to future generations and· to the very survival of man on earth.
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Mr. HORNER (United states of America): I,rou1d begin this

statement on a personal note. This is the first time that I myself

have attended a session of this Committee, and I must say that for

the initiate, the cogency and clarity i,rith which you, Mr. Chairman,

are conducting the business of the Committee are most valuable and welcome.

In fact, I regard this as the best possible initiation to the \Jork of the

Committee, because it defines the standard for all of us involved in its

work.

Since the Committee I s last meeting, in 1980, the continued achievements

of man in space have served once again to underscore the importance of

this work. For the rapidity of scientific and technological advance challenges

our ability to elaborate principles which can marry our deepest political

values to our scientific ingenuity. The United States, involved in both

aspects of this joint endeavour, continues to hope that "re can succeed in

our "rork here ,not only in dealing Idth the issues of today, but in

establishing a sound basis for coping "dth advances in technology that surely

"Till- come.

As the Committee knows, the people of the United States have taken

pride in the successful flight of the Space Shuttle. He are grateful

for the congratulatory messages we have received, from Governments and

individual scientists and citizens alike. The enthusiastic international

response to the Space Shuttle confirms the importance of the international

character of tl1e shuttle in the peaceful uses of outer space. Indeed,

we have entered into agreements with several members of this Committee to

develop and to use this new form of transportation. As inth the le.nding

on the moon in 1969, "re hope that the shuttle too will mark a great leap

not only for ourselves but for all mankind.

He are also delighted to conp;ratu1ate our European friends en the successful

launching of the Ariane this past Friday. This is a significant technical

achievement and a milestone in international co-operation among the many

States of the European Space Agency. For that and other reasons, my

Government welcomes it.
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In the past year, the United States space applications pro~ramme has

continued to focus on national and global problems having to do with the

land, the atmosphere, the oceans, space remote sensing, satellite communications,

and the lill:e. In Hay of this year the seventh Geostationary Operational

I:nvironmental Satellite ivaS launched. It ivill be of great help in weather

forecasting.

In land remote sensing, LANDSAT-D, and its follow-on spacecraft known as

LANDSAT-Dl, are expected to provide data through the mid-1980s. The

institutional form of the operational system which will replace the

experiemntal system is now under active consideration.

In the meant ime, the experimental LANDSAT system continues.

There are now ground stations in Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada,

India, Italy, Japan, South Africa, Sweden, and of course the United States

itself. Both the People's Republic of China and Thailand have signed

agreements for direct access to LANDSAT data and are in the process

of establishing ground stations.

Other satellites continued to probe the solar system. The remarkably

successful VOYAGER-l encounter with Saturn in November provided scientific

data in such quantities that it ,Till take years to analyze them. VOYAGER-2

vrill approach Saturn ~n August 1981; it will fly on to Uranus in 198h

and possibly even to Neptune in 1989. VO~AGER-l has already made innumerable

unexpected discoveries about Saturn, its moons and its rings.

The High Energy Astronomy Observatory 2 - or the Einstein Observatory,

as it came to be called - recently ended a very successful mission. Launched

in 1978, this satellite carried the i"Torld's largest focusing X-ray

telescope and an array of other astronomical instruments. It studied

thousands of X-ray~emitting stars, supernova remnants, galaxies and quasars,

and has expanded our understanding of the universe itself.
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The development of the Galileo project also continues.This is a co-operative

enterprise with the Federal Republic of Germany and will investigate the planet

Jupiter and it s environment. \'Torl;: also continues on the Infrared Astronomical

Satellite (lEAS) programme, a joint effort among our ovm National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA), the Netherlands and the united Kinr,dom planned for

launch in 1982.

I should nOVl like to ccmment briefly on the work of the Outer Space

Committee and its Sub-Committees during 1980.

He wish to commend the Scientific and Technical and the Legal Sub-Committees

and endorse their work as reflected in their respective reports. From \That has

already been said in this sessi:n of the full CCI:'J!dttee, special attention will

be given to some Jf the subjects they have considered. Therefore I do not

intend to discuSS here all of the issues covered in these reports, as our

own vievls are recorded in the debates that led to their adoption. i:re should

like, however, to make a few remarks in regard to some of the topics discussed.
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On the matter of the use of artificial earth satellites for direct

television broadcastinG, the Legal SUb-Committee continued its work and made

iDlportant proGress at least in its informal deliberations. But there are

still important issues 'n1ich remain unresolved. We are prepared to continue

those efforts and we hope that aGreement may yet be reached. The United

States, for its part, will play an active part in these discussions. Our

position is, of course, clear.

The United States is fully prepared to develop principles which respect

the fundamental right of peoples to freedom of expression, principles which

serve the essential need for a free flow of information and ideas. This

freedom of information, as we speak of it, is not just one consideration

among many equal and balancing considerations. It is, rather, as the

General Assembly itself has declared,

n ••• a fundamental human right and is the touchstone of all the

freedoms to which the United Nations is dedicated. II

As a constitutional democracy, the United States is dedicated to these

freedoms. We are confident that this Comnittee and its Legal Sub-Coramittee

can formulate a consensus document respecting these basic cormnitments and

other relevant concerns.

My Government is impressed with the positive experiences with ongoing

remote sensing programmes which have served to educate us to the potential and

the possible modes of operation of remote sensing programmes. We now have

several years of experience under our policy of non-discriminatory, open

dissemination of IJUiDSAT-type data. Throughout this experience no State

has pointed to a single instance of harm to its own national interests;

and, indeed, all the results have been positive and beneficial. With this

in mind, we look forward to continued discussions with the Goal of elaborating

principles which will further promote the benefits to all States which

remote sensing can bring.

In this regard, as I am sure representatives are aware, the United

States is in the process of examining and working out the possible transfer

of responsibility for civil operational land remote-sensing satellites to the
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With regard to the issue of arms control in space, my delegation must

that this subject is inseparable from the complex Question of security

earth and arms control in general. As Eugene Rastow, the Director-designate

the United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, stated as recently

this past Monday:

Ii •• , fair, balanced and verifiable arms control agreements can play

a significant role both in achieving and in maintainillfr peace. ,.

owever, I wish to emphasize again that these are not exclusively or even

rimarily space matters and are subj ects which go well beyond the expertise

d mandate of this Committee.

Finally, but by no means least, there is the subject of UTIISPACB-82.

presentation that we heard yesterday by IIr. Yash Pal in its depth

d scope reminds us of the potential significance and practical benefit

f such a conference. In February of this year, the United States

epresentative to the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee stated:

'T1Y delegation has attempted to participate in planning for the

1982 UNISPACE Conference in a positive manner. We will continue to do so

to the extent possible, but we are unwilling to accept what appears in

our vie,r to be an arbitrary distribution of secretariat positions which

"ould result in the appointment of someone other than the Chief of the

Outer Space Division as Executive Secretary of the Conference. 11

sector. We believe that this would provide the best way to meet the

users in both the United States and other countries, through timely

delivery of data responsive to the reQuirements of users. To meet

goals over the long term and put the programme on a sound financial

eQuitable basis, the price of data from the operational system will

to reflect more of the actual costs incurred than has been the case

sold as a result of a research and development programme. lie

am;J.C'~I;al.e that data will continue to be sold under a public non-discriminatory

to ensure that the benefits will be available to all. In addition, the

in this area, as well as other activities of United States

entities engaged in space operations, will continue to be

by and carried out under the authority of the United States
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Since that time, the United States Government has agreed to accept a

proposal by the UNISPACE Secretary-General, Mr. Yash Pal, for a compromise

candidate to serve as Bxecutive Secretary of the Conference~ provided that we

are assured that the inte8rity of the United Nations personnel process as it

relates to the Outer Space Division is preserved and we are able to retain

confidence in mutual understandings reached within this Committee. To this day

"Te have received no such assurance. This question has been left dangling,

jeopardizing the entire integrity of the Conference, because its activities

are being carried out without its principal staff elements being formally decided on.

We believe the Secretary-General of the United Nations can act expeditiously

to resolve this question and that a fair solution is available. It is our

vie"T that all countries, and particularly the developing countries, have a

vital stake in resolving this issue so that the Conference can move ahead

SLloothly. Therefore, we urge all delec;ations to adopt a co-operative attituc1e

so that the Secretary-General will be able to act on this. In the meantime,

my Governnent must continue to question the utility of participating in a

technical conference ,.hich instead seems to have become another political

arena. He "Till, however, continue to contribute to the preparatory "lark of

the Committee, in the expectation that the leadership issue will be properly

resolved.

Uy deleGation "lill comment on other issues before the Committee as

they come up on the a8enda later in this session.

I.rr. HULINSKY (Czechoslovakia): May I, first of all, express my

pleasure at the fact that you, Sir, are again with us in New York and my

satisfaction at seeing you in the Chair of this important United Nations body.

The implenlentation of national and international programmes has opened

up new possibilities both in the peaceful exploration and uses of outer space

and in the develcpment of practical co-operation among States for the benefit

all humanity. An example of such successful co-operation has been given

in the INTERCOSMOS programme ,within the scope of which Cuba, I10ngolia,

Viet Nam and Romania recently contributed to the further internationalization

of outer space exploration.

of
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For many years my country has been actively developinG close co-operation

with other socialist countries within their cor.mnon prograome of space

exploration, DTTERCOSHOS. From the whole set of experiments

and projects I shall recall here only a few eX~lples that night illustrate

the nature and degree of our space endeavour.

For almost three years the first Czechoslovak satellite, MAGION,

has been making simultaneous measurenents with its parent satellite

IHT:CRCOSHOS-18 and applying a new method of stuc_ying the spatial structure

of the lOITer magnetosphere and ionosphere.
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In remote sensing, Czechoslovakia, as a party to the Convention

on the Transfer and Use of Data of the Remote Sensine of the Earth concluded

by the socialist countries, has been usinr, lar~e-scale Soviet space photographs,

particularly multispectral air photographs of our territory. The main fields

of application have been agriculture, forestry, hydrology, Geology,

environmental protection, surveying and mapping. Satellite data are currentlY

used in the Heather forecasting services of both the Czech and the Slovak

Hydro-meteorological Institutes.

The results of the Czechoslovak participation in space comnunications

experiments will be applied within the scope of activities of the INTERSPUTNIK

organization and also for new services such as direct television broadcasting.

Czechoslovakia contributed to the establishment of the INTERCOSMOS

international network of satellite laser tracking stations. The first

generation netHork has 12 laser stations in 10 countries on four continents,

all equipped with laser radar of Czechoslovak manufacture. A second generation

radar was built by Czechoslovakia for the Helman Observatory in EGypt.

In space biology and medicine, Czechoslovak scientific institutions

participated in several experiments performed on board the biosatellite

KOSMOS-1129.

Let me now mal>:.e some general comments in connexion ,dth the reports of

both our Sub-Colimittees.

He should lil>:.e to express our satisfaction with the performance- of the

United nations programme on space applications. However, while recognizin~

that the United Nations programme should be expanded both in scope and in

content if it is better to accommodate the needs of the developing

countries, we should like to stress the necessity of the best planning of

ani co-ordination betlTeen individual projects to be organized in the

forthcoming period in order to use the means available in the most

efficient ,'lay.

1Te subscribe to the general opinion recorded in the Scientific and

Technical SUb-Committee's report that remote sensing of the earth from

outer space should be carried out vrith the greatest possible international

co-operation. In that connexion my delegation would like to reiterate its

view that particular attention should'be ~iven to ensuring full respect for
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the soverei~n rights of all States and to solving of Questions regarding the

compatibility and complementarity of different remote sensing systems.

Concerning the Question of space ·transportation systems and their

implications for future activities In space, my delegat"' ')n is satisfied uith

the decision of the Scientific and Technical Sub-Conmlittee to continue its

consideration of that item and to request the Secretarjat to upuRte its

1979 study on the international implications of such neu systems.

The previous significant results in the progressive development of the

Im'T of outer space might .- and should - be accompanied by another significant

step if our Committee succeded in finalizing the draft principles governing

the use by States of artificial earth satellites for direct television

broac1casting. liy delegation would ilelcome it if the Committee ,rould, uhile

considering this Question at its present session, make a serious attempt

at concluding this work by reaching a reasonable agreement on all remainine

issues. vle believe that the recent working paper sponsored by 12

countries (A/AC.IOS/C.2/L.13l) offers a basis for fin-al steps touards

an over-all agreement.

De are firmly convinced of the necessity of taking new resolute

steps to ensure that outer space is explored and used exclusively

for peaceful purposes. The continuing danger. emanating from the possibility

of the introduction of certain types of weapons and weapons systems into outer

Space is rightfLuly a matter of concern for members of this Co~ittee and

the entire international cOllununity. That danger increased si0nificantly

after the United States unilaterally discontinued the Soviet-Anlerican talks

on the prohibition of anti-satellite systems, just as, by the Hay, it has

discontinued a number of other negotiations relating to Questions of arms

limitation and disarmament.

That is ,Thy "e attach the utmost importance to the idea of ,vorking out

legal nOrTas prohibiting the deployment of any types of Heapons in outer

space as proposed by the delegation of the Soviet Union. Ue believe that

talks to that end should be initiated as soon as possible, and He are ready

to take a full part in them.
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Having acquainted itself w-ith the prosress report of the Secretary-General

of the Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses

of Outer Space on the present state of the preparations for that Conference,

my delegation welcomes the fact that the complete set of background papers has

already been issued and circulated to Member States. We consider it particularlY

significant that various international teams of experts organized by different

international bodies assisted in the preparation of the background papers.

International co~operation by hundreds of space scientists and engineers

is clear evidence of the iIillingness of the international scientific

coru~unity to assist the United Nations in fulfilling its difficult ~ask.

He believe that that spirit of co-operation and mutual understanding

should also prevail in the efforts of the Preparatory Committee to settle

all remaining issues and thus remove the obstacles that still separate us from

the final goal.

lir. HGTCHEHS (Australia): Mr. Chairman, may I bee;in by saying

hO\T pleased. my delegation is to see you once agair.. guidinr; the

proceedings of this Comm.ittee. Judging from past experience J VTe may be sure of a

constructive session under your experienced leadership.

May 1-le also join you in ,-Telcoming the neiI members to the United Nations

COlmnittee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Their interest in joining

this Committee can only be taken as a sign that the international community

at large sees value in iIhat is being done by it.

He listened ,-Tith ir.terest yesterday to the report of Hr. Hyzner,

Chairman of the Legal SUb-Committee. He are fortunate to have him iIith us

at this meeting, just as the Legal Sub-Committee is fortunate to have him

as its Chairman. On behalf of Hr. Carver, Chairman of the Scientific and

Technical Sub-Committee, may I thank those delegations that have been

kind enough to express their confidence in his "I'lOrk.

He 1-lere sorry to note the departure of lIIr. Padang from the position of

United Nations Expert on Space Applications. He ,-lish him well in his ne\!

endeavours ,Tithin the United Nations Secretariat and thank him for the

invaluable work he has done in his short time with the Outer Space Division.
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He 'I'lOuld also express the hope that his position ,Till be filled quicl~ly, as

we regard the Hork that he ,TaS undertaking as being of particular importance

especially for developing countries.

In vieu of the length of the speakers Y list and the Chairman's entreaty

for brevity, I do not intend to take up much of the Committee is time. As

members of the ConJmittee 'Irill be aware, Australia 9 like a number of other

delegations, does not make a practice of outlining recent events in its

space programme during the meetings of the tvlO Sub-Committees. He consider

those contributions are best limited to the meeting of this parent Comnlittee.

Before outlining Australia's recent activities in this field I should

like to congratulate the United States On its impressive achievement in

the successful first test launch and landinr, of the Columbia Space Shuttle.

Australia takes some pride in the fact that space·-tracking facilities vTithin

our borders vere used by the Shuttle and in their mm small \lay helped to

contribute to the success of the mission. Indeed the commander and co-pilot

of Columbia are nO\l in Australia to express their thanks for the co-operation

received. He should also like to congratulate the European SpHce AGency on

its successful launch last vTeek and also the Soviet Union and its partners

in the IlTTERCOSHOS programllle on the continuing successes they ha,ve

achieved in the past year.
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I turn nOH to fustralia:s activities in the past year.

The Australian LANDSAT station became operative in ~ovember 1980

and is receiving, recordinG and processing data from this series NABA

satellites. The area to be covered by the Australian LANDSAT station takes

in a portion of the territories of some of Australia's near northern

neighbours and we are hopeful that we will soon be in a position to answer

requests from these countries for coverage and imae;ery. Demand for LANDSAT

products within Australia has been high, with the strongest demand coming

frrnn the mineral exploration industry.

The Australian Bureau of ~ieteorologyhas continued to make use of

meteorological satellites in the applicaticns to which we referred in last

year's annual report to the Committee.

The Australian Government gave the Overseas Telecommunications

Co~~ission of Austr2~ia ownership and management of Australia1s national

communications system planned to be in oneration by 1935. Pending the

availability of a national satellite, the Corr~ission is leasing INTELSAT space

segment capacity for domestic telecommunications services. A short··term

lease of half a global beam transponder commenced in November 1980. Also

during 1980,a remote area television service commenced operating under a

five-year agreement whereby the Co~~ission leases a sole beam transponder from

IETELSAT which provides tHO television channels to four states and one

territory in Australia for re-broadcast.

Australia's use of INTELSAT continued to grow during 1930. A total

of 1,145 satellite circuits Here provided through Australian earth stations

to 48 countries. International television programmes are carried to and

from Australia exclusively by ITTTELSAT. Services to the South Pacific were

carried on single-channel-per-carrier equipment via the Overseas
Telecommunicaticrs Commission, with an increase in 1980 of from 26 to 34
circuits.
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Five standard earth stations are now in use in Australia in the

INTELSAT system.

The NAVSAT satellite system was used by the Queensland State Government

for position-fixing and mapping, and the Division of National flapping used

the same satellite system to provide position-fixing on the Australian

mainland, on the Australian offshore and on Heard and HcDonald Islands,

as well as in the Antarctic Territories. In addition to the ITASA space

tracking stations mentioned before, the Australian Department of Science and

Technology has sited a mobile laser tracking station in 11estern Australia

as part of a joint NASA/Australian crustal dynamics programme. This station

also has a role in providing communications with the United States Space

Shuttle programme.

Before addressing myself to some of the particular a~enda items we have

before us, I should like to make a few brief comments about UNISPACE-82. We

are indebted to Mr. Yash Pal for the detailed outline he gave us yesterday

on the progress achieved to date in the preparations for UNISPACE-82. MY
delegation is convinced that with proper planning next year's Conference in

Vienna can mark a genuine upsurge in international interest in space

activities, particularly as they relate to the potential they offer for

aiding the development process. The work done so far by Mr. Yash Pal

and his associates and, indeed, by all other members of the Outer Space

Division of the Secretariat, is to be commended. As has been mentioned by

a number of other speakers, my delegation is very disappointed that the full

Secretariat for UNISPACE-82 has still not been appointed. We believe that

the United Nations Secretary-General has a clear responsibility to make the

necessary appointments and we would urge him to make them as

expeditiously as possible. It would be a matter of concern to my

delegation if the preparatory work for the Conference were further

hindered by delays on staffing issues which do not properly belong in this

Committee, but which rest squarely with the Secretary-General. In this

regard we have noted the compromise proposal suggested by ~~. Yash Pal and

we commend it to the Secretary-General as an equitable and fair way out of

the present impasse.
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I turn now to the agenda items before us. On remote sensing, my

delegation considers that the debate in both Sub~·Committees in the past year

has been useful, though the pror;ress achieved Ims, perhaps; a little

disappointing. - This item has been on our agenda for some time nOil and perhaps

it would be useful, if we are genuinely seeking progress 3 to concentrate on

those issues vThere agreement would appear to be more readily attainable.

r1y delegation believes that , given a spirit of compromise , it should be

possible eventually to produce agreed principles. The longer the item

remains on our agenda, Idth little or no progress being made, the greater

is the risk that all delegations vrill become so set in their positions that

compromise becomes more difficult. Hy delee;ation is fully prepared to

co-operate in any new proposals which may help us to move forw"ard on this

important issue.

My delegation shares the view expressed by other delegations during

this debate that it should be possible during this meeting to come close to

finalizing the various draft principles on direct broadcasting by satellite.

He are glad that the consultations carried out by Mr. lTyzner reflected

this fact and we look forvrard to progress being made in the Horldng Group

to be chaired by Mr. Elaraby. The Australian delegation attaches the utmost

importance to some of the questions involved in this issue and looks forlvard

to co-operating constructively with other dele~ationswhich also seek to move

forvrard. 'I'he draft negotiating text which came out of the last meeting of

the Legal SUb-Committee does, in our view, offer some scope for progress,

though there are still a number of serious deficiencies in it. If those

deficiencies were not removed 3 my delegation would have serious

problems uith it. The Australian delegation was pleased to note the progress

made in the Fast year on the question of the establishment of guidelines on

minimum standards for the safe use of nuclear power sources in outer space.

We agree with the manner in which principal carriage of this matter has nOeT

passed from the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee to the Legal

Sub-Committee.
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In the past, a number of delegations and, today, that of the United

Kingdom" have suggested that consideration should be given to

streamlining the 'IfOrk of the t"TO Sub-Committees of this Committee, 'lVhich

'1lould include shortening their duration and teving at least some of their

sessions overlap. lly delegation sees considerable merit in this suggestion,

as 'lVe have stated in the past.

In conclusion, llr. Chairman, may I echo the optimism you expressed

in your opening statement, and also that expressed by Hr. Yash Pal in

yesterday's meeting of the Preparatory Committee. May I assure you, Sir,

and other members of the Committee, that Australia shares that optimism

and looks for'l'lard to "larking 'I·rith this Committee and to seeing substantial

progress achieved.

Mr. BELTRAMINO (Argentina) (interpretation from Spanish):

The Argentine delegation 'lVishes first of all to congratulate you, Br.

Chairman, for the clear, useful and full statement you made at the beginning

of the session, and "re wish to express our appreciation for the dedicated and

talerrced way in which you conduct the business of the Committee.

We also wish to express our gratitude to ~IT. Carver of Australia and

Mr. Wyzner of Poland for their concern and diligence in leading the debates

in both Sub-Comraittees and for the quality of the reports submitted.

lIe can be rightfully proud of the progress and advances made in

recent years in space activities, but we must not forget the responsibilities

"le have nOVI or the need for broad international co-operation in order

to carry on.
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The Republic of Argentina has been taking an active part in the Committee since

it was set up in 1957 and, as a founding member, is very pleased to see the growing

interest its items draw. One consequence of this is the recent increase in

membership of the Committee. He 1fish to vrelcome China, Spain, Greece,

the Syrian Arab Republic, Upper Volta , Uruguay and Viet Nam, since we are sure that

those countries will redouble their efforts to see that science and technology will

be an efficient way of improving inter-State relations and of speeding up progress

for the developing countries.

I shall now touch on the space activities in my country since the last session

of the Committee.

The remote sensing centre of the National Space Research Commission (CNIE)

covers hTO important areas: the area of acquisition, processing and distribution of

LAlIDSAT satellite data and the area of research and applications.

We have a satellite transmission - receiving station near Mar Chiquita, about

400 kilometres from Buenos Aires, and a processing and dissemination centre in the

federal capital. The centre for research and applications, in the city of Vicente

Lopez) deals vTith the development of urogrammes and with methods of applying

remote sensing to the charting of natural resources. At that centre. the human

resources training programme is continuing briskly: between 1980 and 1981 there were

eight intensive remote sensing courses, both national and international, the

national courses. organized by the National Space Research Commission of Argentina,

and the international courses sponsored by the Organization of American States

(OAS) and the United Nations~

The need for capability in this area..is to be found at every level; hence O'lX

country decided that it should have a post-graduate course in remote sensing - at

the master's level, to be precise. Together with the Research Commission of the

Province of Buenos Aires and the two universities in the area, a reference course

was started at the San Miguel Space Centre, in April 1981.

Similarly, the Organization of American States (OAS) has

scheduled for next October a regional course on the evaluation of water

resources by remote sensing.
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In addition to this international activity~ from 2 to 9 June 1982~ again in

Buenos Aires, the Sixteenth International Symposium on Environmental Remote

Sensing will be held under the ausp:ces of the Environmental Research Institute

of f1ichigan and the National Space Research Commission of Argentina. He have

invited all interested countries and organizations to take part in that event,

1vhich we expect to be attended by more than a thousand people.

Since November 1980 we have had a launching complex at the Vice-Co~~odore

Mflrambio Antarctic Base, situated at 640 14' south and 560 33' 1vest. Its

infrastructure allows for the launching of sounding rockets and other larger

rockets, and is also equipped to send up balloons to study the ionosphere.

There is a new satellite transmission-receiving station in the western

part of the country wL1ich is designed to use GEOS satellites. At the

national level a project has been initiated for a large increase in the number

of automatic information-gathering stations (DCP) to be set up in remote areas

of the country.

There is a programme under way to increase to 30 stations the land

communications segment, using the transponder capacity of INTELSAT.

In March of this year, in Buenos Aires~ the Committee for Space Research

(COSPAR) organized a working meetinp; on the need for launching-bases in the

southern hemisphere. Participants had the cppcrtunity of visitinp: our country's

facilities at the Regional Centre of the National Space Research Commission, in

the Western part of the country.

Finally,we are pleased to inform you that phase lIAIl of the study on

Argentina's domestic satellite - in other words~ the study of the arc.hitecture of

the system - has been completed. In support of the related activites, in 1980

a post-graduate course in space technology was started up at the San Miguel

Space Centre. Specialists will thus became available to work in such areas.

Lecturers in the aforementioned course include eminent internationally renowned

scientists.
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I should now like to mention a fell basic positions of our country on some

agenda items.

My Government considers that remote sensing is too important to progress for

us to run the risk of impeding or holding up its advance by putting obstacles in

its way. The legal principles which were once envisaged have already been overtaken

by technology. \Vhat is most important on this point is to attain a freer flow of

information so as to achieve proper "transparencyll of the market, whereby every

state Ilould feel obliged to transmit to third parties all information obtained,

whether it has been analysed or not. Access to information cannot be discriminatory,

1lhich implies the need to n:.odify some of the principles in the working paper

which appears in annex I to document A/AC.I05/288. Sensed States must have

proper access to the primary data obtained through the remote sensing of their

territories, without prejudice to any preferential regime concerning the

processed information.

with reference to the geostationary orbit, it is our view that the item

calls for an agreement which alloH the reservation of segments of orbits

and frequencies so that the developing countries may have access to this natural

resource, which we consider should be regarded as the common heritage of mankind.

Argentina considers that States working with nucl€er power sources in space

must assume full responsibility in any emergency or in accidents caused by the

re_entry of space vehicles equipped with or transporting such energy sources. He

maintain the need to regulate the use of this kind of power source and to

establish a model for notification to be given so that the operating countries

will keep the international community up to date.

One item of concern to us is direct television broadcasting by satellite.

Although this technique can be highly useful for communications, the danger posed

by the distortion of peoples' cultural heritage makes it essential for an agreement

to be reached. It must be based on the right and duty of consultation among

States and on the need for them to arrive at agreement beforehand, so that direct

television broadcasting by satellite can then take place. We therefore reaffirm

our conviction that the document we submitted, together with Brazil, Canada"

Colombia, Chile, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Kenya, Niger and Venezuela at the

twentieth meeting of the Legal SUb_Committee, and which appears as annex IV to its

report, can offer a good compromise text and a point of departure for constructive

negotiation.
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This document puts the principles of freedom of information and respect for

the sovereign rights of States on an equal footing.

We also view with concern the fact that the natural resources satellite

systems of the LANDSAT type may be used increasinsly for commercial purposes

and not for promotional purposes as are the meteorological satellites. We

recognize the high cost of manufacturing such satellites and launching them,

indeed of operating them, but it cannot be thought that all investment in space

can be underwritten by the users. The developing countries, which are the biggest

users of this technolorY, are not in a position to meet the cost

of obtaining information if this system were to be made completely

commercial. At the same time, it would undermine the objective with which

the system was brought into being, namely, to offer information to the entire

community using as a basis machinery for international technical co~operation.

As for the second space Conference to be held in Vienna in 1982, Argentina

has supported it and continues to do so. In Hay in Buenos Aires, there was

a preparatory seminar for the ConfE:rence and 1fe greatly appreciate all the

co-operation we received from the United Nations Outer Space Affairs Division

concerning the organization of that seminar. At that time 1·re "Vrere honoured to

receive a visit from Mr. Yash Pal, Mr. Padang and other specialists from

the United Nations to all of whom we wish publicly to express our gratitude.

Our country has the appropriate technical structure to become a

regional centre for research and training in remote sensing. We therefore repeat

the offer made in 1979 and noted with anpreciation by the Committee at its twenty

second session" as may be seen from para~raph 29 of the report (A/34/20). At the

moment we have the supfort of several countries in the region and we would be

pleased to see the Ccmmittee formally receive our offer so that the proper

consultations could begin.

Before closing, I should like to express Jur concern, which is doubtless

shared by the great majority of delegations, over the fact that no solution has

as yet been found to the problem preventing the essential appointment of members

of the secretariat. At the same time, we 1·rish to express our interest in seeing the

respective appointments made as soon as possible so that proper preparations

for the Conference, which interests and concerns us all, should

not be affected.

vTe of course reserve the right to speak on specific technical agenda items
and to inform the Committee of any progress made.
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11r. AUSSEIL (France) (interpretation from French): fir. Chairman,

it is an honour for me to be speaking here for the first time in the Committee

on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and I should first of all like to say how

pleased my delegation is at seeing you presiding over our work once again. Despite

the little time that I have spent in this Committee I have been able

to appreciate your great ability and determination and I have no doubt that

your work will, as in the past, help us to discharge the mandate confered on us

by the General Assembly.

I should also like to thank the Chairvwn of the hTO Sub-Committees for

the tireless efforts they exerted to have us move ahead in this area by consensus.

The presence of Hr. Hyzner is certainly helpful to us.

I should also like to commend the Secretariat officials who diligently

execute the tasks incumbent on them, tasks which have increased because

of preparations for the Second United Nations Conference on space.

Lastly, I should like to welcome the new members which joined us earlier

this year. Our two Sub-Committees have already been able to appreciate their

contribution to our debate and I am sure their participation will enable us

to go into some of the matters before us in greater depth at a time when

the peaceful exploration of space is develo~ing at an astonishing rate.

There can be no peace without international co-operation and there

can be no development of space activities without international co-operation.

My country had lone aco made that a rule of conduct in its vTOrk, and I believe

that the growth of France's space activities illustrates very concretely the

confidence that our country has in in-depth international co-operation.

This applies to two basic and quite different phases of the life of a space system:

on the one hand, design and develorment and, on the other hand,

the construction and operation of the system.

I have chosen to give a few examples from the period of time that has elapsed

since our last session and which deal with the three principal sectors:

remote sensing, telecommunications and space transport.

I "ish to refer to the recent achievement of the Ariane launcher simply

to emphasize our belief that co-operation vnth our European partners

is now on a firm and solid basis and that it is now proved that the space

industries of the various countries of Europe can work together. The success
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of the enterprise was due to the discipline with which the 11 States members

of the European Space Agency worked hard~durine the seven years it took to

develop the launcher, to attain a clearly defined objective, namely, to

establish a launching system specifically designed for geostationary missions

involving a deliberately reduced degree of technological innovation coupled 1fith

increased reliability. It is also important to note the European partners' a~reement

on the form to be given to Arianespace, the company which is responsible for

manufacturing the European launcher beginning in 1983 and also with respondin~ to

the needs of the vTOrld community in the best possible conditions. Hith a

view to proposing a sUbstantial and progressive lowering of the costs involved

in launching, the missions of the current launcher 1Till be carried to the logical

limit of its gorv~h capacity.

As for direct television broadcasting by satellite, France has chosen

to place its activities within the framework of bilateral co-operation with

the Federal Republic of Germany, thus using in-depth experience acquired during

the joint development of the SYMPHONIE telecommunications geostationary

satellites.
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Thus, 1981 is the year of the first major industrial contracts for the

development of French and German pre-operational direct television broadcasting

satellites, called respectively TDF-l and TV SAT. The desil"\ning and development

of these satellites are being carried out vrithin the fra'r"evTork of an industrial

organization which is perfectly symmetrical and in '1vhich France and the

Federal Republic of Germany are equally responsible for the nayloads and the

platforms. The positionin~ of the two satellites will take place in

1984, the second a few months after the first. The management of each of the

programmes "Till naturally be provided separately by each of the two countries,

while the space segments themselves vrill be more or less the twin products of

a single undert aking.

The French contribution to data collection and to 1ncalization by

satellite is the ARGaS system, placed on board the meteorological satellites

regularly launched by the United States. Hithin the context of that

co-operation, France, from the Space Centre in Toulouse, furnishes the '1forld

wide operational service of data->collecting and localization of

platforms. Continuity is ensured by the operational nature of the United

States meteorological missions, to which the French system is linked.

My last example is the work done by our country in the area of

earth-sensing, work which has led us to engage in deep reflection on the

best way to organize the world-vTide distribution of remote sensing

In co-operation '1'Tith Svreden and Bele;ium, France is developing the SPOT

system, which, particularly because of the technology of its sensors, belongs

to a new generation of satellites used for peaceful applications such as

geological and mining prospecting, 11uman and physical geography, thematic

mapping and the assessment of natural resources. By its high spatial

resolution and its oblique vision, SPOT offers new fields of application to

the world community of users. These users can) as they prefer, either use

one of the stations that can receive directly, file and distribute images

in their zone of vision or use a specialized unit, SPOT IMAGE, set up with

a view' to the continuous operation of the system for la years. In the latter

case, the reCluest is analysed and met by means of existing files or through

special programmin~ of the satellite, backed up by the reCluired processing
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operations as a vThole, through an organization that allows for the optimum

use of the entire system and encourages slTift distribution of the images to

the users.

France and the United States have tllicen the necessary measures to

ensure compatability of the LANDSAT-D and SPOT systems, so that users can

receive and interpret the data transmitted by the two satellites with as

much common equipment ·as is possible.

In order to provide users with the most 1.j])"·to-date information on the

systems, enabling them to compare their experience with that of others and

to study in greater depth the possibilities open to thEm over the medium

term, regional seminars providing technical information have been held at

Bamako and Bangkok; there has been active European participation in those

seminars. Similar seminars vrrll be held, for example in connexion with

simulations of SPOT data to enable potential users to benefit as much as

possible from the system once it starts operating.

It is France's view that any system for the dissemination of information

obtained by remote sensing must meet three requirements. First, it must be

based on technical facts that are realities nOlr or will soon be. Secondly,

there should be very broad dissemination of remote sensing data, because

it is only in that lTay that this new technology can be used to satisfy the

legitimate aspirations of the developing countries. In that connexion, it

is for my country a given that the sensed States must have access, in

reasonable conditions, to all data concerning its territory. It is also quite

clear that, on the other hand, access to all the data cannot be granted to

any third party, because uncontrolled dissemination of certain data could,

in that context, be detrimental to the interests of the sensed States.

Lastly, prior consent by the sensed State must be required for the communication

of certain data vhich vTe vlould describe, in a general way, as f1sensitivef1.

That approach - a realistic approach - is the only one which I feel can

serve the development of the int ernational community and take account of the

concerns that have been very forcefully and relevantly expressed ever since

our Committee began studying the legal consequences of remote sensing from

space.
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Our Committee must take such a realistic approach when it begins drafting

rules to govern the use of direct television broadcasting satellites and rules

to govern the use of nuclear power sources in space.

I am sure that this spirit of realism will prevail in the discussions

this year that should conclude our work on the drafting of principles

applicable to direct international television broadcasting from satellites.

I trust that this spirit will continue to guide us next year when we start our

consideration o~ the use of nuclear power sources in space.

I shall say no more on this subject at this stage Mr. Chairman, because

I wish to heed the appeal you made to us yesterday to be brief.

With regard to the Second United Nations Conference on outer space, I

would recall that the countries members of the European Space Agency have agreed

on the candidacy of Hr. Bortzmeyer for the post of Deputy-Secretary-General of

the Conference. I trust that the remaining obstacles to vThat is already very

broad agreement will soon be overcome and that the important work aw"aiting US

can be undertaken in the necessary climate of tranquility.

I vTish to say just one last word. For my country, as for the international

community as a whole, space is an area of freedcm - freedom shared by everyone.

This freedom must serve the fundamental purpose of the United Nations as set

forth in its Charter: the strengthening of international peace and security.

Therefore, outer space cannot be appropriated by any nation. It must be and

must remain an area where the co-operation of our Governments becomes ever

stronger in order to promote peace, security and development. It was in

that spirit that France proposed in 1978 the establishment of an international

satellite monitoring agency. It is for that reason that my country has always

opposed allowing outer space to become an area for aggressive, non-peaceful

confrontation.
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lIr. LASODE (NiGeria): Before making my deleGation I s statement of

general vielTs, I should like to extend to Ambassador Jankovitsch my delegation's

warmest congratulations at seeing him presiding once again over the

deliberations of the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer

Space. He are certain that he '\dll bring the vealth of his experience to

bear on the COmLlittee's work during its current session.

I avail myself also of the opportunity to convey to the other

officers of the Committee our conGratulations and best vishes.

He '\-Telcone into the Committee the delegations of China, Greece, Spain,

the Syrian Arab Republic, Upper Volta, Uruguay and Viet Nmn.

The Coru~ittee's current session is taking place at a time when a

number of developments on the international scene bear specific relevance

to the urGent necessity of concluding the guiding principles that should

reGulate the conduct of States in the exploration and exploitation of outer

space for peaceful purposes. Happily, some of those developments portend a

desirable "state of play"from which humanity can look forward vTith optimisn

to a future of hopeful expectations. Unfortunately, some others which have

a military import do not aUGur so well for our common endeavours. In my

delegation's vi~v, it will be the purpose of the Committee during its current

session to strive to resolve some of the problems which have been

identified by either the Legal SUb-Committee or the Scientific and Technical

Sub-Corrrlittee, in their reports in documents A/AC.l05/287 and Corr.l

and A/AC.I05/288.

Some of the problems relate to the definition and/or delimitation of

outer space, the management of the geostationary orbit, remote sensing

with its implications for sovereign rights ,and the use of nuclear-power

sources in space and its safety hazards. 1ie acknovledge in this connexion

the useful contributions vThich have been nade by the bro SUb-Committees

under the impressive direction of both Mr. Carver of Australia and

Hr. Hyzner of Poland in seeking solutions to the problems identified.
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The human adventure into outer space has evolved over the years and

has opened up a new vista of possibilities, both in terms of concept and

the application of the related technology. In this connexion, we refer to

the successful launch into space by the United States of its Space Shuttle

Columbia in April 1981 on an experimental run. This record of achievement

represents a significant step in a reusable space transportation system.

But we must express our grave concern at the indication that Colillabia

could ITell have military· implications.

He congratulate those other countries which have, either jointly or

severally, carried out space progranunes in the form of satellite

launchings, for research purposes, remote sensing, communications and

meteorology or of a specific peaceful reconnaissance mission into

outer srace. The achievements of SALVUT-6, INTERCOSMOS and the European

Space Agency's Ariane are indicative of the possibilities of international

co-operation in the field.

ITigeria believes that space science and its related technology will

retain validity and appeal only if the major preoccupations and purposes

are directed towards the goals of development, both social and economic,

with the attendant benefits accruing not only to those countries which at

present have the economic strength and structures to sustain a viable

outer space programme but also to developing countries which expect to

apply the resulting technology to solving some of their immediate

development problems.

1"ly c1elee;ation vTould ,however ,like to reiterate the position that it has

consistently maintained: that the continuing militarization of outer space

through the use of fThunter li satellites is unacceptable. It has done so in

full cognizance of the current state of relations among the space Powers

which are a matter of concern for the interests of international peace

security. The development and deployment of anti-satellite weapons,

in our view, violate the spirit of the 1963 partial test-ban Treaty

and the provisions of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty. We acknowlede;e

the merit of competition as a healthy hillaan trait, but we cannot accept
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outer space as a battlefield of the future. In the circumst8D~es, it is our

expectation that the space Po,vers in particular will assume their full moral

responsibility to prevent a possible future war in outer space that would

have deleterious consequences both for humans and the environment.

Nigeria's experience in outer space has been concerned with the

application of technology for purposes of development. It has

applied that technology in the fields of agriculture, mining, forestry,

fisheries, conununications and meteorology; but it believes that it should not

be a mere consumer of this imported technology. Rather, it would be

consistent ,fith our objectives that our human potential should provide an

input into the development of the technology. That is why Nigeria places a

premiULl on the training of manpower and the provision of infrastructure to

provide a viable basis for a future take-off in the field.

In furtherance of our interests, my Government has established a

national committee charged with the responsibility of dealing with all

matters relating to the exploitation of space technology for peaceful

purposes.

Remote sensing continues to be of special interest to Nigeria.

vlithin the framework of the African remote sensing proerarilllle conceived by

the Economic Commission for Africa, Nigeria has established at Ile-Ife

a trainer and user assistance centre and is currently expanding its

facilities to include training courses in satellite remote sensing, in

addition to its present courses in cartography and photogr~~etr.y. To

complement this, Nigeria plans to build a remote sensing satellite ground

receiving station with data processing facilities.

!ly delegation accepts as a basic premise that considerations relating to the

peaceful uses of outer space should be based on the need for effective

safeguards that would ensure full respect for the sovereignty of Member

States, the principles of international law and the relevant provisions of

the United Nations Charter. Account should also be taken of the principles

that should govern the activities of States in the exploration and use of

outer space, including the moon and other celestial bOdies, as well as the

instruments adopted by the Inter~ntional Telecommunication Union and other

specialized bodies.
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On remote sensing, my delecation feels, inter alia, that there should

be a "iTell-defined co-ordination role assigned to a separate body 'Yrithin

the United Nations systen vested with appropriate authority to discharge

the tasl;: effectively.

On direct broadcasting by satellites, my delegation notes with

satisfaction the substantial efforts made by the Legal SUb-Committee at

its tlTentieth session. In this regard, it believes that a basis could be

found at the current session of this Committee for concluding the drafting

of the principles. In this connexion, my delegation \Till have no difficulty

in supporting the views of delegations which have subscribed to the proposals

in norking paper A/AC.I05/C.2/L.131, which appears as annex IV in the report

of the Legal Sub-Committee on the llork of its tvlentieth session.

On the question of the use of nuclear power sources in outer space, my

delegation reiterates its position that full account should be taken of

the following essential points, namely, information concerning the use of

nuclear power sources, notification prior to re-entry, assistance to States

affected, and radiation exposure levels. He believe, in fact, that the

launching State should take responsibility for making good any damage

resulting from the disintegration of its launched object for the State

affected, and that such responsibility should be mandatory.
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Concerning the management of the geostationary orbit, my delegation is

aware that present-day radio technology dictates that communications

satellites operating at the most frequently used frequencies should be

spaced out about 7 degrees of arc apart in order to avoid mutual

interference. This means that for the African land mass spanning the area from

longitude 342
0

E in Senegal to longitude 520 E at the Horn of Africa there

are just 10 satellite positions in the geostationary orbit. Some of those

positions have already been taken up by non-African satellites. It is on that

basis that my delegation proposes the assignment of the responsibility of

managing the geostationary orbit to a specialized body of the United Nations

system in order to ensure an equitable allocation to the States of that region

of the very limited orbital slots in the geostationary orbit.

I·ly delegation notes that the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer

Space is continuing its consideration of questions relating to the

preparations for UNISPACE-82. In this connexion we should like to

emphasize that, as we understand it, the basic purpose of the Conference

is to enable the developing countries to be fully acquainted with the

state of the art of outer space, the related technology and the

benefits derivable therefrom. Therefore it is important that when the

Conference is planned and prepared, the developing countries for

which the Conference has been designed must be made to feel part of the

decision-making process. In other words the composition of the bureau

should be laree enough to reflect an equitable geographical distribution of

seats. He expect that problem to be resolved n01-T so that the bureau can

start its work effectively in due course.

Secondly. my country looks forward to mQISPACE-82 as providing a

useful forum for the promotion of international co-operation in the peaceful

application of outer space technology.

Some of the basic issues that Hill confront UNISPACE-82 have been

addressed in my country's national paper to the Conference. Essentially we

have touched upon three issues - namely, efficient use of the

geostationary orbit~ the training and education of users of space technology:

and multilateral intergovernmental co-operation in space activities. These

'Till be expatiated upon at the appropriate time.
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Finally, my delegation appreciates the amount of 'Hork that has already

been done by Mr. ~ash Pal in his capacity as Secretary-General of UrlISPACE-82.

It iTOuld be in line ifith his responsibilities if the pre-Conference publicity

being arranged were to en~ble the Secretary-General to reach a wider audience

particularly in the developing countries. I should also add that my

delegation vTill endeavour to make its ovm contributions to resolving any of

the outstandine; issues facinG the Committee so that the vTOrk of our current

session can come to a satisfactory conclusion.

I'1r. RODRIGUEZ lrEDINA (Colombia) (interpretation from Spanish):

Ur. Chairman, the Colombian delegation vTould like to congratulate Ambassador

Jankowitsch on the wise manner in which he is presiding over this session of the

Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. We wish also to congratulate the other

members of the Bureau. As Latin Americans i'Te iIelcome the successful Hay in

lThich the Rapporteur, Hr. Carlos Bueno of Brazil has been iTOrkinc;. He

also ilelcol'1e the seven new members of the Co:rnnittee. He are sure that they

Hill make valuable contributions to our iVOrl".

Our country indeed looks forward to the forthcominc; Vienna Conference.

1re are now completin~ our preparations, but He cannot conceal our concern

regarding the real benefits that the international community will derive from

this contact with space.

He are now on the thresh.old of infinity, so to speak, because of space

technolosy, and yet already i'Te can see a feH disturbing signs. He can see

hOH the ilorld is once again being split up, hOil before our very ~yes a new

gap is opening up, and this time it is one of astronomical proportions ..

It is the gap between the launching States and the non-launching States.

As a result of this spectacular process the scientific and technological

distance between nations has dramatically widened. Today the United States,

the Soviet Union, Europe and the rest of the world - more than 130 countries 

has each a quarter of th.e Horld i s supply of scientists and technicians.

At no stage in the history of human thought or activity have we se~n so clearly

and dramatically expressed the link between technology and power. And never

before have He seen so clearly the powerlessness of the developing countries as

they are left on the periphery. Never has a conquest b~ought us so much

enlightenment; but it also could be a most devastating and selfish conquest.
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It is good that Vienna should give us pause, an opportunity to meet again.

If we do not take the opportunity to work together, if we do not establish

effective, disinterested and sincere international co-operation in which the

parsimonious transfer of technology is replaced by a generous flow for the benefit

of the rest of mankind, then our Organization could be faced with the collapse

of the ideal of a rational society that would understand and control not only the

natural environment but also the cultural, political and social environment of

contemporary man.

Vienna will offer an opportunity to prove that the conquest of space has

been achieved in the name of all mankind and not for other much less altruistic

reasons.

~or in recent days in this very room we have been hearing voices quite

justifiably raised in alarm because of the growing arms race that has begun in

space. Colombia joins in that chorus and states that, although the danger is

constantly increasing, equally serious is the possibility that space could be

turned into a big market for economic interests. Turning space into a military

base would be an attack on the world; but even using it for business or as a

mere instrument of propaganda would be an affront.

That is the spirit in which we shall approach Vienna. Our meeting there

can consolidate and ensure the final take-off of fruitful international

co-operation for the benefit of all, or it can go down in history as simply

a shop window for a few, a stand for promoters of unattainable goals that will

simply make the weak feel even more frustrated in their powerlessness.

What is to come out of Vienna depends upon us. Our delegation feels that

Vienna should therefore not confine itself to examining the technical and

scientific aspects of advances in the use of space but should also deal with

the most urgent legal issues. The Conference would thus become a welcome

opportunity to fill the gaps that were undoubtedly left by the 1967 Space Treaty.

Vienna can and must be the best place to define and delimit outer space, taking

into account the phenomenon of the geostationary orbit. We could thus finally

move towards a space law that will be consistent, systematic and harmonious.
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For years, Colombia and the equatorial countries have been struggling

to establish an international le~al order that would take account of the

legitimate interests of the equatorial countries in respect of the

synchronous geostationary orbit and that 'l,vould provide adequate rep:ulations

for the rational use of that orbit. fI.nd we believe that there should be a

special law for this, so that the benefits can be shared equitably.

Today, as in the past, Colombia, a country on the equator, a developing

country, will stand by the peoples owners of this incalculable possession, this

limited natural resource, namely, the synchronous geostationary orbit.

We are convinced that it must be used for the benefit of all mankind and,

in particular, to meet the needs of the least developed countries. It must

never be used for monopolies set up by the developed countries as a result

of the unequal development of technology in the 1'orlo..

In accordance with this position, our delegation reaffirms its

belief that a working group should be established to deal vrith questions

relating to the "definit ion and/or delimitation of outer space and

outer space activities, bearing in mind, inter alia 9 auestions relating to

the geostationary orbit", following an express recommendation of the Le~al

Sub-Committee at its twentieth session.

Hr. R.A.JAN (India): First of all 9 we warmly welcome the new

members of the Committee, whose valuable contributions and national experience

will substantially improve the scope of the various tasks being undertaken by

the Committee.

We are also very pleased to see .Ambassador Jankowitsch presiding over this

Committee once again and we are confident that, as before, his skilful and

expert guidance will lead this session to a successful conclusion. He are

completing, with this twenty-fourth session,iust over tvTO solar cycles and

our progress in dealing with complex matters concerning space within this

short period has been quite remarkable, though not fully keeping pace with the

progress of the use of space technology.
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'le should also like to express our appreciation for the work of the

Chairmen of the tllO Sub-Committees, Mr. Carver of Australia and Hr. Hyzner

of Poland. Besides expressing our gratitude for the continuing valuable

contribution of the Outer Space Affairs Division, we should like especially

to record our appreciation of the excellent services rendered by Mr. Padang,

the Expert on Space Applications, lTho has now moved elselThere in the United

Nations. He wish him lTell and we hope that the post of Expert will soon

be filled by an able specialist to continue the excellent work done by the

previous Experts.

Before commenting on some of the important matters before us, I

should like to say a few words on some of our national activities, which

are entering a new phase after successful completion of the tasks set forth

in our HSpace profile of the seventies ll
•

The two successful launches of two ROHINI satellites by our

first-version launch vehicles SLV-3 from our launching station at Srihari

Kota marked the high point of our predominantly self-reliant efforts.

These flights, while giving us confidence in tackling complex tasks of

space technology, have given us valuable insights into the practical

difficulties of launching s~tellites and the hard work involved in harnessing

the technology for practical uses. On the basis of these actual experiences,

we have oTf;anized "pro,1 ects to continue the SLV-3 launches, to d:evelo"P

augmented SLV-3 vehicles and, finally, more powerful Polar Satellite Launch

Vehicles (PSLV).

Utilization of Bhaskara TV camera imageries and the data from the

Bhaskara microwave radiometers has continued; some of these results have

been presented in international seminars. Work on the second model of

Bhaskara,to be launched with a Soviet rocket carrier towards the end of

this year,is progressing satisfactorily.
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Considering the useful work done in the country in the various applications

of remote sensing, the major remote sensing activities in the country have

been organizationally optimized. This has been considered necessary in order

to meet the demands of the inwense work involved in the development and use

of the Indian Remote Sensing Satellite (IRS) scheduled for launch in the

mid-1980s. India is also actively participating in various international

seminars and conferences and exchanging information on exnerience and

plans in remote sensing. He believe that it 'lould be useful if many more

countries participated in such interactions to enrich the experience of

remote sensin3 applications and to optimize various efforts.

Another high point in our efforts 'ffiS the launching of our first

geosynchronous satellite, called APPLE (Ariane Passenger Payload Experiment).

This is not only an important milestone in our self-reliant efforts in

satellite communications, but also an excellent example of the valuable

international co-operation which has been a judicious component in our

efforts. We take this opportunity to extend special congratulations to

the European Space Agency (ESA) and the member States of ESA on the

successful launching of Ariane.

Another major project, the multi~~urpose geostationary satellite

project INSAT-l, is progressing satisfactorily. We are happy to inform the

Committee that our Government has taken a decision to l'I'.a}~e the meteorological

imageries from INSAT·,l available to interested countries.

We are pleased to note that on the international scene developments in

space activities during the past year have been remarkable. Notable among

these are the successful flight of the Space Shuttle Columbia and the

achievements 0f the Soviet Union in long-duration manned flights and joint

flights with team-members from other countries.
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Our bilateral co-operative efforts in space research with the space

institutions of the ESA, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, the United

States and the USSR have continued with vigour. He have recently concluded

an agreement with the United Kingdom on space research. We hope to increase

our bilateral contacts with many countries,in order to share

experience together.

I come now to the ma,j or issues to be dealt with by the Committee.

We are quite confident that the Committee, with its tradition of co-operation

and consensus, will resolve the problems relating to the organization of

the UNISPACE-82 Conference and will address the main issues concerned Hith the

substance of the Conference. He are hopeful that the great interest shmm

by all the member States will ensure its being conducted in such a way as to

show to many, in concrete terms, the practical benefits of space and, more

importantly, to assist the developinp" countries to realize their mm potential

for the utilization of space technolo~y. It is this experience in self-effort,

the will to invent and create systems suited to oneself that is the

challenge we all have to face and share.

Regarding the principles for international direct broadcasting, we note

with satisfaction that considerable material exists to assist us in arriving. at

a satisfactory conclusion of an agreed version. We should, however, like to

point out that the basic principles of national sovereignty and the resultant

requirements of prior consultation and consent are important elements to be

protected.

Coming now to the question of remote sensing, we should like to reiterate,

as we have done in the past, that we should discuss in the Committee rather

carefully the issues and fears related to the other side of remote sensing,

namely, surveillance. We feel that serious discussions would be required

before we cOlud successfully conclude principles governing remote sensing.

lIe would need to speed up Hork on this matter to maximize benefits from

remote sensing, especially for countries Hhich may not require an independent

space segment of their own.
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The work done so far on the nuclear power sources (NPS) is

commendable and this should continue. As we stated earlier, the question

of the delimitation and definition of outer space is an important but ccmplex

issue. He need to discuss various issues in some detail to understand

the implications and to arrive at some agreement.

Last but not least, our delegation would like to express its concern

over the increasing trend to put space to aggressive and destructive

uses. 'fe hope our Committee will find ways to discuss such issues and

methods to avoid such possibilities.

This concludes the general comments of our delegation. As different

subjects arise for discussion, we may come back with further comments.
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Mr. MATHANJUKI (Kenya): Allow me, Sir, to add my delegation i s voice

to those others who have expressed their confidence in Ambassador Jankovritsch's

continued chairmanship of this Committee. 11e believe that with his guidance

and leadership, this Committee will tackle the issues before it successfully.

The scope of the work of this Committee is rapidly expanding and it is the sincere

hope of my delegation that the Committee will convert our aiscussions and the ideas

generated here into reality for the benefit of all mankind. In this regard,

my delegation assures him of its fullest co-operation.

Turning now to the reports of the two Sub-Committees, my delegation would like

to place on record its appreciation of the work of the two Sub-Committees,

and in particular the chairmanships of ~1r. Carver of Australia and

Mr. Wyzner of Poland. My delegation intends to confine itself to some of the

items covered in the said reports.

Regarding elaboration of principles governing the use by States of artificial

earth satellites for direct television broadcasting, my delegation's views

remain unchanged. Whilst we agree that freedom of information is a fundamental

right of an individual to be guaranteed, we feel that even under national

constitutions that freedom is not entirely an absolute right: it is often

made subject to the right of others to the enjoyment of their freedom. So also

is that right further limited in the interests of the maintenance of public order

and security. To our mind, the right to seek, receive and impart information

and ideas through any media, regardless of frontiers, cannot be an absolute

right. If one does not seek information of the kind contemplated, one's right not to

receive it should by the same token be respected. Thus, if a State wishes to

provide a broadcast service to another State, the broadcasting State should

first of all seek and obtain the consent of the intended receiving State before

doing so.

We, however, feel that the Legal Sub-Committee is proceeding in the right

direction. We sincerely hope that on the basis of annex IV of document A/AC.I05/288

the Committee will conclude its deliberations on this subject during the current

session.

I n01V' turn to the question of geostationary orbit. He have in the past

stated that the sovereignty of equatorial countries, of which mine is one, extends

to the segments of the geostationary orbit above those countries. The limit
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of outer space is not defined within the 1967 Treaty on Outer Space~ neither

is there a generally accepted definition and/or delimitation of outer space.

Thus there is no valid ground on which to dispute the claim by equatorial

countries of sovereignty over their geostationary orbit. The geostationary

orbit is a physical fact linked to the reality of our planet, in so far

as its existence depends exclusively on its relation to gravitational

phenomena generated by the earth.

We have accordingly expressed reservations in so far as the placing of

satellites in this orbit is concerned. He believe that prior consent of the

equatorial countries should be sought whenever it is intended to nlace

satellites over their respective segments of the geostationary orbit.

Already we understand that the total number of objects currently in the

geostationary orbit stands at approximately 100, 'vrith possibilities of

increasing that number by a similar amount. He also read from the report

of the last session of the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee that

there exist real dangers that accidents, may occur involving objects placed

in that orbit, which could create untold damage both to the environment

and to living resources, including human beings. It could be worse if, as we are

informed, the obj ects involved are nuclear-powered sources. Thus, our

concern to have a say in the placement of these objects in our semment of

the geostationary orbit is indeed justified and 'ltTell founded. It is my

delegation's view, therefore, that the moment has come when a working group

should be established to tackle issues of the geostationary orbit and

definition and/or delimitation of outer space.

vle welcome the effort s being made, in particular by the United Nations

Expert on Space Applications and also by the Outer Space Affairs Division,

in organizing seminars, panels and training workshops in the field of outer

space and in securing fellowships and training facilities for developing

countries. He thank all those countries that have contributed towards this

whole objective and appeal to other States to step up their assistance in this

field to developine: countries. It is realized that co·-operation in this

technical field can only be achieved through provision of training facilities

to those States currently not in possession of such capability.
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Now turning to preparations for the 1982 United Nations Conference on the

Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, my delegation would like to place

on record its appreciation of the work being done by the Preparatory Committee

and the Conferenceis Secretary-General, Mr. Yash Pal. lie also note that

background papers have been prepared; however, only a few national papers

have been received. We urge those States that have not presented their papers

to speed up their preparation. In our paper we have indicated that in Kenya outer

space technology has been applied in the areas of communications, meteorology

and remote sensing. It is to be noted also that a committee has been established

within the National Council for Science and Technology to survey, review,

evaluate,and advise the Government on,the scientific and technological aspects

of space activities. In satellite communication, Kenya is extending its

communications network, including satellite communications, to serve the rural

areas. The possibility of collaborating on such projects with other countries

in the African region is being investigated.

Remote sensing has been applied in crop detection, soil survey, cartography,

disease and pest detection, environmental studies and in geological, forest

and habitat mapping. These activities will be expanded in future and this

in turn calls for expanded training and the acquisition of better facilities

for receiving and processing remote sensing information. Recognizing the

need for co-operation in remote sensing, Kenya has embraced the objectives of

the African Remote Sensing Council (ABBC) and calls for assistances from

international bodies, including the United Nations system, bilateral aid

agencies and other interested bodies, to assist the African countries to fulfil

the objectives of the ABBC.

It is noted with concern that satellite technology and components keep

on changing. The corresponding ground parts are expensive and it would be

difficult for most developing countries to keep up with these modifications.

For the majority of the nations to benefit, the following should be considered:

encouraging nations and organizations involved in launching of satellites to

develop compatible systems so that information emanating from satellites of

different families can be received using general ground receiving stations;
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giving long-term guarantees that space technology will be available at prices

that can be afforded by developing countries; and encouraging and assisting

Governments to set up regional programmes in space activities in order to

reduce the cost of applying technology to development.

The application of satellite technology requires highly~trainedmanpower.

It is therefore essential that the training of manpower should be accorded priority

at the national, regional and international levels. The understanding of space

technology should be extended to cover all levels of manpower, including

decision-makers, user groups and technical personnel. At another level, the

understanding of space sciences such as astronomy, astrophysics and research

activities related to space science should be encouraged and supported, especially

in developing countries. A good understanding of space science will have

major spin-off in the development and application of space technology.

The current and the proposed space activities necessitate the setting up

of an effective co-ordination machinery. The United Nations system should play

a big part in effecting this co-ordination, especially in training and the

dissemination of information. At another level, the United Nations system

should expand to monitoring programmes and encourage research in areas of

global interest.

It is our expectation that the Secretary-General of the Conference, whilst

carrying out other pre-Conference publicity activities, will find time to visit

various developing countries to impress on them the importance of the upcoming

UI~ISPACE-82. My delegation supports all activities that increase greater

pUbl.ic awareness about outer space, it being recognized that it is the common

heritage of mankind.
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~1r. ALONSO BURON (Spain) (interpretation from Spanish): The Spanish

delegation would like to express its thanks for the vTelcome extended to it by

the Chairman and by representatives of other countries who have spoken. Spain

"Till spare no effort· in this Committee to try to achieve positive results.

Hy country considers that the activities of man in space represent the

last frontier for mankind. Hence, their regulation should be regarded as a

pressing requirement so that space may be an area for co-operation for the

common good of mankind. This idea of the common heritage of mankind excludes,

of course, military activities that 1-!Quld transform space into a new area for

conflict. This id.ea of the common heritage means that the guarantees offered by

States engaged in activities in outer space should be as broad as possible, so

that there should be no hint or suspicion concerning the kind of activities

being carried out over third States which are vri thout the means to prevent them.

As for remote sensing, Spain feels that the transparency of information

received should be safeguarded, that unconditional access to such data must be

guaranteed, that their diffusion should be restricted and that there should be

prior indication of the beginning of remote-·sensing activities. In view of the

nature of the means used for the exploration of land from space, and the

uncertainty surrounding their return to earth, Spain defends the principle

of responsibility, as already set forth in the Outer Space Treaty.

As for the regulation of direct television broadcastin~ by satellites,

Spain welcomes the progress made during the meetin~s of the Legal Sub-Committee

at Geneva. My country considers, together vrith previous speakers, that it is

necessary to reconcile the principles of freedom of information and the right to

the legitimate use of outer space, and also that the sovereignty of others must

be respected. If we wish to ce realistic and consistent in a world which is

legally and politically divided into separate sovereign States, the freedom of

each individual must be balanced by the right of others not to receive unuanted

television programmes.

A whole speech could be made on freedom ancl the right to inform and to be

informed independently of the existence of ler,!;al and political frontiers. But it

would not be possible to confine this whole question vTithin the limits of the,

problem before us now. If we want juridical regulations of direct television

broadcasting by satellites, it is essential to have the views of those States,

which "fish to protect themselves from any damage that might be done them by such
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broadcasting and from ag8ression or penetration by or from States whose philosonhy

or whose laws are different or which belong to different ideological, political

or social systems.

If it is a reasonable comprcmise we ,mnt, then we think that the IInegotiating

text!1 is indeed reasonable. SpecificallY He think that the four principles of

responsibility, the duty and right to consult, consultation and a~reements, and

the peaceful settlement of disputes that are present in the Ilnegotiating text" are

generally acceptable.

By country attaches great importance to the question of the use of nuclear

power sources in space and "re feel that the time has come to move on from pure

theory to concrete reality. 1-le therefore feel that a beginning should be made

on draft principles on this issue. Also on this aspect, Canada's contribution

seems highly constructive, but my country defends a specific reference to the

principle of international responsibility of the launcher State for any accident

with a spacecraft carrying a nuclear power source.

Hy country feels that in regard to the delimitation of outer space we are

going to get involved in zonal regulation, whereas in our view, the real problem

is not one of limits, but of activities and types of activities. Outer space law

has been developing vigorously up to now even without a definition of outer space

and it is likely that it could continue .

. The geostationary orbit is such that it calls for special regulations.

It would not be fair to allow time to pass and "first come, first servedll to'

continue to be the principle governing the use of the geostationary orbit. The

establishment of a working group seems a commendable idea., and it should have the

specific mandate of finding out whether the right conditions exist for giving

priority treatment to this item.

In the next few days, my delegation "nIl make these ideas clearer in an

open-minded spirit and with the aim of seeking agreement so as to give the lie

to any scepticism shown as regards the work of this Committee.
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~1y delegation, together with other European countries, "dll submit a report

to the Conference. As a member of the European Space Agency and also in a purely

bilateral framework, Spain is carrying out a policy of active co-operation in

space and has several facilities on its territory. He are also carrying out

purely national activities that .Till quite shortly show a p;reat advance, and

I am sure this will contribute to .ridening that last great frontier I

referred to at the beginning of my statement.

The meeting rose at 6 p.m.




